Robust surface-based multi-template automated algorithm to segment healthy and pathological hippocampi.
The most frequent drug-resistant epilepsy is temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) related to hippocampal atrophy. In addition, TLE is associated with atypical hippocampal morphologies. Automatic hippocampal segmentations have generally provided unsatisfactory results in this condition. We propose a novel segmentation method (SurfMulti) to statistically estimate locoregional texture and shape using a surface-based approach that guarantees shape-inherent point-wise correspondences. To account for inter-subject variability, including shape variants, we used a multi-template library derived from a large database of controls and patients. SurfMulti outperformed state-of-the-art volume-based single- and multi-template approaches, with performances comparable to controls (Dice index: 86.1 vs. 87.5%). Furthermore, the sensitivity of SurfMulti to detect atrophy was similar to that of manual volumetry. Given that the presence of hippocampal atrophy in TLE predicts a favorable seizure outcome after surgery, the proposed automated algorithm assures to be a robust surrogate tool in the presurgical evaluation for the time-demanding manual procedure.